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Figure 1: We present TangibleSphere – a setup that allows physical, interactive displays (in our case a spherical display with a
diameter of 60 cm) to be simulated inexpensively in VR. We preserve the advantages of such displays’ physical counterparts
by enabling tangible interaction, such as free rotation in all directions. Comparing TangibleSphere to a purely virtual display,
we found that allowing true physical rotation significantly improves accuracy and reduces task completion time.

ABSTRACT
Tangible interaction is generally assumed to provide benefits compared to other interaction styles due to its physicality. We demonstrate how this physicality can be brought to VR by means of TangibleSphere – a tracked, low-cost physical object that can (a) be
rotated freely and (b) is overlaid with a virtual display. We present
two studies, investigating performance in terms of efficiency and
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usability: the first study (N=16) compares TangibleSphere to a physical spherical display regarding accuracy and task completion time.
We found comparable results for both types of displays. The second study (N=32) investigates the influence of physical rotation in
more depth. We compare a pure VR condition to TangibleSphere
in two conditions: one that allows actual physical rotation of the
object and one that does not. Our findings show that physical rotation significantly improves accuracy and task completion time.
These insights are valuable for researchers designing interaction
techniques and interactive visualizations for spherical displays and
for VR researchers aiming to incorporate physical touch into the
experiences they design.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Virtual reality.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Interactive content has moved beyond flat displays to curved and 3D
interfaces, for example, in the form of 360° videos and immersive 3D
visualization [31]. Traditional input devices, such as keyboard and
mouse, were not designed for interacting with non-planar content
and common multi-touch input is not always suitable for curved
and continuous surfaces. This asks for new, usable, and effective
input techniques for non-planar surfaces. Yet, investigating such
techniques is often challenging, as they require specialized and
often expensive hardware.
We see significant potential in virtual reality (VR), as it allows
technologies that are prohibitively expensive or infeasible in the real
world to be (re-)created and investigated virtually. VR also provides
greater flexibility for evaluation, e.g., when exploring different
display configurations and sizes. While redesigning interaction
techniques for modalities such as gaze or mid-air gestures may
be straightforward in VR, techniques that require physical objects
(e.g., a touch surface) pose a considerable challenge. To address
this, VR user interfaces are often designed to be operated with
controllers. However, this makes it difficult to transfer the study
results obtained with VR prototypes to the real world.
To close this gap, we investigate the potential of VR to simulate
high-fidelity non-planar displays in VR while preserving important
characteristics of their real-world counterparts. As a use case, we
focus on spherical touch displays. Spherical displays offer a compelling surface for interacting with existing types of non-planar
visualizations. The shape provides a borderless but finite space,
meaning content can be displayed continuously, both vertically and
horizontally [48]. This property is essential for content such as geographical representations, 360° videos, and virtual environments,
but also constitutes a novel way of presenting cyclic temporal data,
which can be “wrapped” around the display. Finally, a sphere is a
simple, familiar shape, the properties of which are easily understood, while complex non-planar shapes might be more difficult to
model, perceive, and interact with. Spherical displays are available
commercially, but the specialized nature of projection and display
hardware is reflected in the price of commercial products. Although
there are developments to reduce hardware costs (cf. Crespel et
al. [12]), spherical displays generally require high-quality optics
such as custom-made lenses, high-performance projectors and a
significant expense in terms of assembly. This makes them an ideal
candidate for being explored in a VR simulation.
In this paper, we demonstrate how an interactive device – in our
case a spherical display – can be implemented in VR and how novel
interaction techniques can be evaluated using our approach. In
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particular, we built a low-cost physical sphere (the TangibleSphere)
made of acrylic glass, that is tracked in six degrees of freedom
and enables tangible interaction. We then demonstrate that it is
possible to re-create interaction techniques known from physical
spherical displays in VR and that they perform comparably in terms
of accuracy and task completion time. Therefore, we compare two
interaction techniques – selection and alignment – on a commercial
spherical display to TangibleSphere. Our research is complemented
by an in-depth investigation of how the presence of a physical object
and its properties enhances interaction with a spherical display in
VR. In particular, we compare a virtual display with simulated
rotation using a fixed tangible sphere to a virtual display with a
freely rotating tangible sphere and a purely virtual display with
no tangible feedback. We found that true physical rotation had a
significant impact on accuracy and speed. Our work is valuable for
designers of novel interaction techniques because it demonstrates
the utility of simulating complex display types in VR. We hope to
spark more research on prototyping novel interaction techniques in
VR, particularly in situations where expensive hardware or physical
constraints hinders development and evaluation.

2

BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

Our work builds on prior research on spherical displays, display
simulation, visualization, and interaction in VR, so we will briefly
discuss each of these background fields.

2.1

Spherical Displays

Current spherical displays (both commercially available and research prototypes) almost exclusively use projection to display
imagery. Projection can either happen from the inside or outside
and while some displays can only show flat content on their surface, others can give the impression of a volumetric rendering
inside the sphere by using techniques such as perspective correction [7, 18, 44, 50]. While a projection from the inside of the sphere
often requires a fixed setup and thus hinders any form of physical
rotation, projections from the outside can allow this type of physical
manipulation and the haptic feedback it provides [11, 27]. However, this approach commonly suffers from other disadvantages,
such as the support of a limited number of users, projection flaws,
and shadowing from obstruction during interaction, as well as a
restricted operation area. The user still needs to be instrumented
for tracking or stereoscopic vision. In contrast, projecting spherical
content onto domes places the user at the center of a spherical
display [1, 3].
As first demonstrated by Grossman et al. [22] multi-touch interaction on spherical surfaces helps collaborative work greatly [21]
and also allows a natural simulation of rotation [4]. Bolton et al. [6]
examined how the spherical form factor can help preserve privacy
in collaboration and derived interaction techniques for sharing information. Spherical displays can also support multiple users when
deployed in public settings [48]. Williamson et al. have shown that
such displays can be used for temporal visualizations that wrap
naturally onto a spherical surface [49]. Differences between adults
and children interacting with public spherical displays have been
examined by Soni et al. [41].
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2.2

Simulating Displays in VR

Part of our motivation for this work came from the desire to utilize
and evaluate spherical display capabilities that were not available
in any existing commercial display or research prototype (particularly physical rotation of the display). There is a rich history of
simulating novel display technologies in VR prior to prototyping
and implementing them [40] to better understand their properties
and potential impact. For example, State et al. [43] built a simulator
for their prototype parallax-free video-see-through head-mounted
display (HMD) prototype. Arthur et al. [25] simulated a variety
of head-up and head-worn display concepts for comparison purposes. Lee et al. [10] examined a volumetric display technology
(depth-fused display) in all generality by simulation and optimized
two-layer setups before building a physical prototype with two
immaterial fog layers. Gabbard and colleagues [20] simulated outdoor AR in projection-based VR to evaluate text legibility in AR
interfaces. Kim et al. [28] used a desktop VR system to simulate an
AR windshield display. To study the effect of stereo cues, Fafard
et al. [17] used VR to simulate a spherical fish tank display while
Englmeier et al. [14, 15] explored applications for handheld embodied virtual spherical objects equally in a VR simulation. Other
researchers employed mixed reality simulation (simulation of augmented reality or augmented virtuality applications in high-end
VR) for controlled evaluation studies to better understand the immersion factors of AR [8, 33, 37].

2.3

Spherical Visualizations in VR

Traditional visualization techniques are often concerned with mapping abstract data sets to 2D displays. Immersive environments
provide the opportunity to incorporate a variety of different display
topologies [45]. Kwon et al. [30] propose mappings of abstract data
to the surface of a sphere and show the benefits of such a mapping.
Du et al. [13] propose a Focus+Context visualization, which is conceptually mapped onto the surface of a sphere. These two examples
show how classical visualization concepts can be transferred and
even extended when ported to a different display topology, which
then, in turn, can be simulated in VR. Fully physical embodied visualizations and virtual objects have been envisioned in the context of
an examination of organic interfaces by Holman and Vertegaal [24].

2.4

Interaction in VR and AR

While purely virtual interactions for selection and manipulation
in VR have been found to lack the important quality of physical
feedback, Schmalstieg et al. [38] showed how physical objects could
remedy this lack and provide tangible interaction in VR. With their
“Personal Interaction Panel”, they augmented a planar wooden plate
with a VR visualization and thereby created the impression of a
physical object manipulated in the virtual world. Piper et al. [36]
augmented an arbitrarily-shaped, malleable surface and thus turned
it into a tangible display for scientific visualizations and simulated
data. They also found benefits in the physical quality and tangibility
of this type of physical display for virtual content.
Going back even further, Ware and Osborne [46] identified different manipulation techniques for the camera in virtual worlds and
discussed different mappings of input to rotations of the camera.
Their conceptual models are often implemented using a sphere
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surrounding the object of interest. Until today, this concept of a
surrounding sphere forms the basis also for many other interaction
techniques in virtual worlds, which in turn makes a physical sphere
a very general and multi-purpose input object for VR.

2.5

Tangible Interaction with Physical Spheres

Previous research shows that tangible handheld spheres can be
used for the rotation and inspection of 3D content with the object displayed on a 2D screen [19, 47]. Movable or even portable
spheres that can display actual spherical visualizations are still
rarely found, although VR provides the opportunity of projected
spherical displays being used as a collaborative tool in immersive
environments, as stated by Belloc et al. [2]. Mobile inside-projected
spherical displays with a completely round shape have not been
realized yet. However, handheld cubic prototypes have been implemented as demonstrated by the example of Cubee [23]. Louis
and Berard [5, 34] demonstrated the feasibility of a low-latency
outside-projected perspective-corrected handheld spherical display
that performed better on a docking task when used in AR compared
to a fully opaque VR condition. Another example of using a sphere
as an input and output device supporting various kinds of physical
interactions, such as throwing or kicking can be found in the work
of Miyafuji et al. [35]. Apart from these examples, spheres also
have a long history as a general interaction device in trackballs.
Although Sperling and Tullis [42] have shown that the mouse often
outperforms those devices in standard tasks, they have an advantage from an ergonomic point of view and for specific tasks, such
as professional 3D media production [26, 29].

2.6

Summary

The related work we reviewed suggests that a spherical input device
can support a wide variety of interaction techniques in VR. In
addition, spheres are easily comprehensible and represent a simple,
easily understandable familiar shape. Finally, providing a physical
object with a size, mass, and resistance has often been found to be
beneficial over purely virtual interaction techniques.

3

BUILDING A SPHERICAL DISPLAY FOR VR

As outlined above, a key motivation of this work is to enable interaction in VR that resembles interaction in the real world as closely
as possible. We will now describe the hardware setup for our simulated spherical display. It had to meet three requirements: First, the
sphere had to have the same size as the existing physical display
to enable a direct comparison. Second, it had to provide an undisturbed line of sight for the infrared signals from the base stations
to the Vive tracker enclosed within the sphere, but at the same
time, it had to be robust enough for full physical rotation. Third, it
needed to provide a smooth surface for an uninterrupted tangible
sensation.
To achieve these objectives we used a light, two-piece acrylic
sphere with a diameter of 60 cm from a manufacturer for decoration
equipment, and modified it to fit our needs (Figure 2). We drilled two
small openings at the “poles” and another four above the “equator”
of the top half. For a smooth surface, these holes were cut in a cone
shape in order for the screws to sink into the material. These screws
hold the inner construction and connect the two hemispheres. The
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The stand of the sphere was built on a tulip-shaped base we
took from an ashtray, designed by architect Eero Saarinen [32].
Due to its slim appearance, it provided little to no obstruction for
users operating the display. On top of this stand, we mounted three
triangular attachments in a tripod-like arrangement, which allowed
for an easy switch between three ball bearings (needed for physical
rotation) and three wooden blocks (needed for fixating the sphere).

4

STUDY METHODOLOGY

In order to investigate the efficiency of different input types, visual
feedback methods, and selection techniques on spherical displays
in the real world and in VR we completed two user studies. Since
the setups were located in different labs, the studies were conducted
at two different sites. Our first study investigated interaction with
a fixed sphere. we compared (1) a commercial projected display in
the real world and (2) a simulation in VR. The technically mature
multi-touch surface of the commercial display served as the starting
point to evaluate whether a VR simulation with touch input was
generally feasible and how it compared regarding accuracy and
speed.
After encouraging results, we conducted a second study comparing a non-tangible virtual sphere, a fixed tangible sphere with
simulated rotation (same as the first study), and a fully rotating tangible sphere, all three using a VR display. All tasks and conditions
were executed in counterbalanced order using the Latin Square
Method to prevent possible learning or fatigue effects. Participants
were different between both studies. They received a short oral
explanation when dealing with a new condition or task. Upon completion, they were rewarded with a voucher from an online store.
The first study took about 30 minutes while the second lasted about
one hour. All studies were executed in concordance with the local
ERB guidelines.
Figure 2: For the prototype of the simulated display, we fitted a large two-piece acrylic sphere with a scaffold holding
the VR tracker at the center and providing stability to the
construction. To allow physical rotation, the sphere sits on
a ball bearing using 3 balls.

relatively light sphere was not rigid enough to fully retain its shape
during rotation. We, therefore, constructed an inner frame of four
laser-cut acrylic arcs in the lower hemisphere, that strengthened
the structure, but also provided mounting points to attach the upper
half.
Since the Vive Tracker uses a 1/4 inch thread for attachment, we
fixed a rod with the matching thread to the lower hemisphere by
using a custom-built adapter. This allowed us to use a smaller screw
on the outside of the sphere. We used this adapter to simultaneously
hold the inner frame in place. The upper hemisphere did not need
its own frame since it was sufficiently stabilized when attached to
the lower frame. This resulted in a largely unobstructed line of sight
from the tracker to the base stations, as in [9, 16]. Lastly, we added
a counterweight to the upper hemisphere for better balance during
rotation and cut another tiny hole for turning on the tracking device
without having to open the whole construction (Figure 3).

4.1

Research Objectives

Our primary objective was the comparison of different levels of
physicality in terms of tangible spatial interaction techniques provided by our setups. As a general example task, we chose target
acquisition on a spherical display, as it includes both manipulation
and selection. In addition to a practical test of the VR-simulated
spherical displays, we investigated the following aspects (as independent variables) through our two user studies:
Tangible Feedback: We compared three levels of physical
feedback in order to evaluate performance on a target acquisition task: 1) simulated rotation on a fixed sphere; 2)
real physical rotation on a turnable sphere; and 3) simulated
rotation on a purely virtual sphere providing no tangible
feedback.
Visual Feedback: We compared visual feedback in the foreground and background to support continuous control of
the interface.
Selection Technique: We compared two selection techniques
(selection by tap vs. alignment) for target acquisition on a
spherical surface.

TangibleSphere – Interaction Techniques for Physical and Virtual Spherical Displays
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Figure 3: The tangible sphere was assembled in four steps (1-4 from left to right). First, we built a frame to join the two halves
(a). Second, we created a stand (b) that allows the sphere to be held in a fixed position or to rotate it. We included a threaded
rod (c) to firmly hold the VR tracker. Finally, we added a counterweight to the top part in order to balance the sphere during
rotation (d).

5

STUDY ONE: REAL VS. VIRTUAL DISPLAYS

Our first study compares the efficiency of a virtual spherical display
to current state-of-the-art projected displays that do not require
user instrumentation for interaction. The commercial display we
used as a baseline enables sophisticated multi-touch interaction.
The device appears to be an ideal tool for exploring the general
feasibility of our concept. Users did not see their hands in VR
since we did not want to introduce side-effects through a virtual
representation [39]. The system enables precise detection of the
exact point where the sphere was touched and we provided visual
feedback by a colored touch-point. This allowed us to compare the
two display conditions independent of the input technology, and
to carefully compare task performance in reality and in VR.

5.1

Hardware

In order to ensure a fair comparison, we exclusively used the spherical display as an input device. For visual output, we used either
the real display itself or a VR headset.
5.1.1 Spherical Display. The projected display we used1 provides
multi-touch tracking across a fixed acrylic surface. It is made of
rigid plastic that sits on an enclosed aluminum and steel stand.
The display stands 1.47 m tall, with a diameter of 60 cm. A major
advantage of this hardware is that it does not require user instrumentation and can be used as a free-standing display in a wide
range of environments.

input was detected using the vision-based multi-touch surface of
the commercial spherical display.
5.2.1 Condition 1: Fixed Sphere with Projected Display. Input was
implemented as a simulated rotation across a fixed acrylic surface.
This condition did not require any user instrumentation and represents the current state of the art in projected spherical displays.
5.2.2 Condition 2: Fixed Sphere with VR Display. Input was implemented as a simulated rotation as in the first condition but output
was provided in a VR display. An HTC Vive HMD and tracking
system was used for the VR simulation.

5.3

Tasks

For each condition, participants had to complete a set of tasks. In
particular, we combined two selection techniques (selection by tap
Table 1: The tasks completed for each condition combined
two target acquisition techniques (selection and target alignment) and two visual feedback techniques (Foreground Rotation and Background Rotation).
Task

BG Rotation FG Fixed

BG Fixed FG Rotation

Target Selection
Target Alignment

BG: Grid and Dot, FG: None
BG: Grid and Dot, FG: Ring

BG: Grid, FG: Dot
BG: Grid and Ring, FG: Dot

5.1.2 HTC Vive. In the VR display conditions we used a commercially available VR headset to visualize spherical content. The headset supports room-scale tracking with a 110° field of view and
display refresh rates up to 90 Hz and a latency of about 20 ms.

5.2

Experimental Conditions

Our first study compared two different display conditions: the original projected spherical display and an overlaid VR display. All
1 PufferSphere

M: https://pufferfishdisplays.com/

Figure 4: Users had to complete two types of tasks: selecting
a target (a) and aligning an object (red dot) with a target (blue
circle) (b, c).
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and by alignment) and two types of visual feedback (foreground
and background), resulting in 2 × 2 = 4 tasks (see table 1). We
presented tasks and conditions in (incomplete) counter-balanced
order following a Latin Square.
For the first task type, users had to locate and tap a single red
target point with a 10° diameter, as seen in Figure 4 (a). The second
selection technique required users to locate the same kind of target
and align it within a larger blue ring (20° diameter) fixed at the
0° longitude position (Figure 4 (b, c)). For each task, targets were
chosen from six predetermined points which were located 45° below
the north pole at 60° intervals. We chose these locations based on
previous work that demonstrated this area as the most commonly
used for content distributed across a spherical surface [48].
We placed interactive foreground elements on top of a black
background grid enclosing a white sphere. Depending on the task
(selection, alignment), the foreground elements consisted of either
a single target point or a point and a corresponding target ring. In
both methods, an additional dot (7° diameter) was supplied to indicate the user’s touch position. The two visual feedback techniques
implemented movement either in the foreground (FGR) or also in
the background (BGR). FGR movement resulted only in the target
points moving while BGR movement simultaneously rotated the
target point and background grid. Each target was presented three
times while users stood in a fixed place in front of the 0° longitude
position on the display. Table 1 gives an overview of the tasks.

5.4

Results

Our results are based on a within-subjects evaluation with 16 participants (10 male). Participants’ average age was 24.1 years with a
standard deviation of 4.18 years. We completed our analysis based
on usage logs of task time and task accuracy and NASA-TLX questionnaires.
5.4.1 Task Completion Time. We completed an ANOVA with repeated measures and multivariate analysis on our recorded task
times. We found significant differences regarding display conditions: F (1, 15) = 36.42, p < 0.001. Bonferroni-corrected t-tests
revealed statistically significant differences for the tasks Align, FGR
and Align, BGR with p < 0.001. For both alignment tasks, the VR
display caused significantly lower task completion times. This effect may be partially explained by small differences in rotation

Figure 6: Accuracy of tasks in Study 1 for projected display
and VR display conditions, values are given in distance from
the target in radians with 95% confidence intervals.
Means of NASA-TLX Scores

User Ratings

Figure 5: Duration of tasks in Study 1 for projected display
and VR display conditions, values are given in seconds with
95% confidence intervals.
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Mental Demand

Physical Demand

Temporal Demand

Fixed Sphere, Projection

Performance

Effort

Frustration

Fixed Sphere, VR

Figure 7: NASA-TLX results for Study 1 comparing the real,
projected display to a condition simulating rotation using a
VR display. Mean values of user ratings are given with 95%
confidence intervals.

logic when implementing rotation as an azimuthal projection and
a simulated sphere. Although we used standard motion constants
based on commercially deployed spherical interfaces, this result
suggests that further work is needed to optimize rotation logic for
azimuthal projection on a multi-touch sphere. An analysis of visual
feedback techniques and task types did not reveal any significant
effect for task completion time. Figure Figure 5 gives an overview
of the task completion times of the first study.
5.4.2 Accuracy. Figure Figure 6 gives an overview of the task accuracy for our four conditions, measured by the angular distance
from selection targets in radians. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed that the conditions this time were not significantly different
for accuracy: F (1, 15) = 0.136, p = 0.72. However, the task type
had a statistically significant influence: Alignment tasks generated
a higher accuracy with F (1, 15) = 66.78, p < 0.001. The two visual feedback techniques did not significantly influence completion
times. Therefore we can only safely state that the accuracy was
better for the two alignment tasks.
5.4.3 NASA-TLX. A quantitative analysis of the NASA TLX questionnaire using a Wilcoxon Signed Rank test (Figure 7) did not
reveal any significant differences between the projected and VR
display.
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5.5

Limitations

While we took great care when implementing the conditions for
the projected display and the VR display in such a way that they
enabled a fair comparison, the robustness of the output hardware
as well as the rotation logic might still have had a minor effect on
our results.

5.6

Summary

The results from the first study show that there are differences
between the projected display and the VR display regarding task
completion time for alignment tasks. The selection technique only
influenced accuracy, and the visual feedback technique had no significant effect on our measured values both for the simulated and
the real display. While the absence of significant advantages for the
real display does not prove comparability in any kind, this provides
a rationale for further investigation of VR-simulated displays: The
rather small effect sizes and the fact that we found significant benefits for the VR condition provide interesting prospects, just as the
influence of task time on simulated rotation and the performance
of the alignment technique in general.

6

STUDY TWO: DEGREES OF PHYSICALITY

A movable sphere affords a new kind of input that is not possible on
current inside-projected displays. Our second study hence explores
the impact of three different intensities of physical feedback: real
physical rotation (Rotatable Sphere, VR), passive tangible feedback
(Fixed Sphere, VR) and no tangible feedback (Pure VR). We compare
these three types in terms of efficiency and overall usability.

6.1

Hardware

For output, in this study, we only used a VR headset. We detected
user input by a finger tracking system and by tracking the physical
rotation of our simulated display.
6.1.1 Tangible Sphere. As the main interaction device of the study,
we used our custom-built sphere described above. It can be rotated
physically while the hands of the user are tracked. User instrumentation (gloves and a headset) is required. The simulated display
utilizes an HTC Vive Tracker2 mounted inside the acrylic sphere
(diameter: 60 cm). Placing the tracker inside the transparent sphere
did not reduce tracking performance in any way and, therefore,
allowed a precise and fast mapping of virtual visualizations. While
the tangible sphere can either be rotated freely on three ball bearings or be fixed in place, the setup is held by a slim stand that is
designed not to obstruct users while interacting with the device.
6.1.2 Hi5 VR Glove. We used a finger tracking system designed
for the HTC Vive using two tracking gloves3 that use local magnetic field tracking to determine finger positions. With that system,
we were able to simulate a multi-touch surface for the simulated
spherical display.

2 Vive

Tracker: https://www.vive.com/de/vive-tracker/
Hi5 VR Glove: https://hi5vrglove.com/

3 Noitom
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6.2

Software

For the VR conditions, we used Unity (C#). Touch events were
generated by tracking the position of the index finger (invisible to
the user) using the tracking gloves and detecting the collision with
the 3D model of the sphere. This was indicated by a circular touchpoint. If the interacting hand was raised the system would again
wait for new input by either one of the user’s two hands. We applied
a small threshold of 5 mm for effectively detecting surface touch
and to counter inaccuracies resulting from the gloves’ tracking
system and its calibration.

6.3

Experimental Conditions

Our second study compared three input techniques implementing
three different degrees of physicality in VR. Due to the time required
by the two main conditions (within-subject design), Condition 3
was carried out in a separate session (between-subject design).
6.3.1 Condition 1: Fixed Sphere with VR Display. This condition
used the TangibleSphere with rotation disabled (equivalent to study
one). We implemented user input as simulated rotation with finger
tracking using the gloves (dragging) and also allowed selecting
interactive elements by tapping on the surface.
6.3.2 Condition 2: Rotatable Sphere with VR Display. For this condition we used the TangibleSphere with physical rotation. Users
physically turned the sphere to control rotation. Subsequently, we
reduced touch input to clicking only.
6.3.3 Condition 3: Pure VR Display. To provide additional context
for the main conditions, we investigated how users perform tasks
when no tangible feedback was given at all. We detected user input
again with the support of the tracking gloves that allowed users
to interact (selection and rotation) when reaching with a hand
towards the virtual sphere. Retracting the hand beyond the interaction threshold would cancel interaction. Therefore, the touch-point
was the only feedback given to indicate possible interaction.

6.4

Tasks

We asked our users to perform the same tasks as in study one
(selection/alignment task; foreground/background visual feedback),
in the conditions that we designed for the TangibleSphere prototype.

6.5

Quantitative Results

Our results are based on a within-subject evaluation with 16 participants (none of the participants had taken part in study one) for the
first two conditions. The participants’ average age was 27.3 years,
with a standard deviation of 3.3 years. Because these conditions
required subjects to spend about an hour in VR, the third condition
was performed by a comparable test group of the same size, with
an average age of 27.1 years with a standard deviation of 3.9 years
and five male participants. In order to examine the third condition,
we performed a between-subjects evaluation utilizing Welch’s ttest in contrast to a repeated measures ANOVA with multivariate
analysis that we used to analyze the first two conditions. For the
lack of space, we present the results in combined charts (Figure 8 Figure 10) but would like to emphasize that the between-subjects
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Figure 8: Duration of tasks in Study 2 for the three study
conditions all using VR output, values are given in seconds
with 95% confidence intervals.

Englmeier, et al.

Figure 9: Accuracy of tasks in Study 2 for the three study
conditions all using VR output, values are given in distance
from the target in radians with 95% confidence intervals.

6.5.1 Task Completion Time. Figure Figure 8 gives an overview of
the times taken to complete each task for the two main conditions
and the additional condition. The repeated measures ANOVA revealed statistically significant differences for the main conditions:
F (1, 15) = 13.42, p =< 0.001. Subsequently, we completed pairwise
comparisons using Bonferroni-corrected t-tests that revealed significant differences for the tasks Select, FGR with p = 0.009, Select,
BGR with p < 0.001 and Align, FGR with p = 0.01. For the first
three tasks, the tangible sphere with physical rotation produced
significantly shorter task completion times. The Welch t-test discovered significantly higher task completion times for the third
condition related to the second task Select, FGR and Select, BGR
with p = 0.038 and p = 0.005. For the feedback techniques and task
types we found no significant effects.
6.5.2 Accuracy. Figure Figure 9 shows an overview of the accuracy
of each task. We again completed a repeated measures ANOVA
with multivariate analysis for the main conditions which resulted
in F (1, 15) = 34.19, p < 0.001. The pairwise comparisons using
Bonferroni-corrected t-tests showed that the condition Rotatable
Sphere significantly improved task accuracy in task Select, FGR and
Select, BGR with p = 0.01 and p = 0.006. As revealed by Welch’s
t-test the third condition was outperformed by the rotatable sphere
in the tasks Select, FGR, Select, BGR and Align, FGR with p = 0.03,
p = 0.004 and p = 0.02. A comparison between the task types
revealed that the alignment tasks again produced a higher accuracy:
F (1, 15) = 55.32 p < 0.001.
6.5.3 NASA-TLX. Participants completed a NASA-TLX questionnaire for each condition to provide subjective ratings about the
mental and physical demands of interacting with the system. We
used the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test to compare participants’ ratings
between conditions. The full results of the NASA-TLX questionnaire
are shown in Figure 10. Participants rated the interaction using the
simulated rotation (virtual and tangible) as more mentally demanding than the physical rotation (p < 0.05,W = 4.5). Participants
also rated the effort required to interact: The simulated rotations
required more effort than the physical rotation (p < 0.05,W = 4).

User Ratings

Means of NASA-TLX Scores

evaluation only should serve for additional clues while the withinsubjects evaluation provides the main source for the quantitative
analysis in Study 2.

Mental Demand

Physical Demand Temporal Demand

Fixed Sphere, VR

Performance

Rotatable Sphere, VR

Effort

Frustration

Pure VR

Figure 10: NASA-TLX questionnaire results for Study 2 comparing three conditions all using a VR display but different
levels of physicality. Mean values of user ratings are given
with 95% confidence intervals.
Given the increased friction necessary to interact when dragging
the hand across a static surface and no possibility to rest their hands
for the purely virtual condition, our results show that there is an
increased effort for the Fixed Sphere and Pure VR condition. However, participants rate their performance higher in the simulated
rotation conditions (p < 0.05,W = 3).

6.6

Qualitative Results

From our observations and informal discussions after the study we
obtained a number of qualitative insights.
6.6.1 Rotation and Selection Strategies. An interesting finding was
that people employed different strategies for selection and alignment. Some users first performed a horizontal movement of the
sphere until the circle was vertically above the target and then
rotated vertically. Others moved in on the target in a straight line.
This fits the picture of the alignment strategy being a viable alternative for selection, in particular when paired with feedback
from physical rotation. This is also backed by the observation that
some users used one finger during selection tasks to provide a static
target and then used the other hand to rotate the sphere to home
in on the target, thus turning selection into alignment.
One advantage of the additional condition Pure VR is that the
users do not need to follow the outline of the sphere but instead can
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reach into the sphere and perform the movement for rotation in a
straight line. This may be an explanation for the lower task times
that we found with the between-subject evaluation in comparison
to the fixed sphere. This observation is in line with an inherent
disadvantage of physical fish-tank VR displays: users cannot reach
into the display to interact with content. Hence we focus on content
that is displayed on (and possibly around) the surface of the display.
However, this drawback appears to be negligible, especially since
the comparison between the Fixed Sphere and Pure VR conditions
resulted in no significant difference.

show that physical rotation can have clear benefits for improving
interaction in VR and with curved surfaces. Considering that the
pure VR simulated sphere performed slightly better than the fixed
sphere also suggests that the important factors of the rotating
sphere are not necessarily only the shape, but also the sensation
of rotation, moving mass, weight, and resistance. An evaluation
of how this finding may affect interaction with real and simulated
fish-tank displays, showing 3D content on the inside of a sphere,
may offer a subject for future work.
Looking at possible extensions, in particular in the direction of
(spatially separated) collaborative work, our prototype offers the
interesting perspective of a shared, inexpensive physical object
with a multi-touch surface that could display individually adjusted
content for each user even at distributed locations. Although this
was beyond the scope of our work, it might be an interesting topic
for future research.

6.6.2 (Not so) Careful Interaction. While some people exercised
great care when interacting with the sphere, others were so immersed that they performed very fast movements. This is in line
with a slightly higher immersion we found from the questionnaires
for physical rotation. Future work could investigate this in more
detail.

6.7

Summary

Comparing the three conditions – fixed sphere, rotating sphere, and
pure VR – we found that the rotating sphere led to a significantly
increased accuracy and speed in all tasks (except the alignment with
background visual feedback). Furthermore, the rotatable sphere led
to lower perceived mental and physical demand, workload, effort,
and frustration. Only in terms of perceived performance, it is rated
lower than the other two conditions.

7

DISCUSSION

A virtual sphere is an attractive option for simulating spherical
displays and prototyping new input techniques at a low cost. Our
first study shows how it compares to a physical display, and that
in some cases, it even outperforms it. Findings also demonstrate
that with off-the-shelf technology, it is possible to simulate a viable
tangible display in VR.
Simulating a spherical display made it possible to evaluate a new
technique that uses physical rotation of the spherical surface, which
would not be possible with a standard projected display. The fact
that participants considered the physical demand for real rotation
lower might also imply that VR is suitable for simulating objects
that would have a certain weight to them in the real world. The
tracked object only needs to provide the accurate outside shape
of the respective object and its important characteristics (in our
case rotation) and, therefore, can be noticeably lighter than its real
display counterparts.
Alignment as a selection technique performs well on a spherical
surface in terms of accuracy. In our physical display condition,
this task performed best when users could see their hands. On the
simulated display, the target alignment method outperformed the
tapping technique especially when physical feedback was provided
by real rotation.
Visual background feedback overall resulted in slightly better
task performance, in particular for the real-world display, and also
appears to be the right choice for the rotating simulated display,
since it generates an image visually matching the sensation of
rotation at the user’s fingertips.
We were able to improve interaction with VR displays by adding
physical rotation of a passive tangible sphere. Our study results

8

IMPLICATIONS AND OUTLOOK

Our experiments demonstrate that fully physical interaction as an
input technique for spherical displays can significantly improve
the usability of interacting with these devices. Although current
projected displays have the advantage to not require any user instrumentation, most are not capable of tangible rotation. There are
still many additional drawbacks regarding VR, such as a limited
field of view, the challenges to seamless collaboration, and the isolation from the real world. However, the drawback of imprecise
hand tracking could also turn into an advantage in the future and
with improving technology, since our work shows that multi-touch
interaction with well-known shapes is feasible even without the
visibility of hands. Therefore, a dynamic adjustment of the opacity
of the hand models and simultaneous control of the amount of
visual occlusion could generate additional benefits. With advancing tracking technology, mixed-reality setups based on wide-angle
high-resolution panels could continue to replace traditional physical displays to a greater extent, in particular in research.
Our results on comparing two selection techniques indicate that
a target alignment task that involves more continuous movement
may be better suited to the curved surfaces of a spherical display
than traditional discrete selections.
Finally, this work demonstrates the value of virtual reality, not
only as a simulation technology that can envision, prototype, and
evaluate factors of future physical display technologies, but increasingly as an affordable and flexible display technology with general
usability potential. The ergonomics of wearing a VR headset is still
a major challenge for the time being. However, we believe that for
exploring novel interaction techniques and special purpose applications, it may be still useful. Feedback from our users indicates that
this technology can indeed succeed to establish itself as an exciting
alternative and complement to physical display technologies.
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